INTRODUCTION
In many applications, users are interested only in a small number (say, k) of "top" objects from a large set. For each user, objects are ranked based on his or her individual preference. If the objects have multiple numeric attributes, a user preference is often specified as vector of weights that defines a linear combination of the attribute values. The weight associated with an attribute reflects the "importance" of that attribute to the user. For example, a real estate agency may list houses for sale with attributes such as listing price, year built, size of living area, lot size, etc. Each user is shown the highest ranked houses according his or her preference, i.e., those with the highest results for the linear combination. A user who cares most about the size of living area may assign the largest weight to this attribute (assuming that values of different attributes have been appropriately normalized relative to each other). On the other hand, a user who enjoys a yard more than indoor space may give the lot size a larger weight than the size of the living area. Because of the wide range of applications, there has been a lot of work on preference top-k queries [9, 12, 13, 23, 38] .
Motivated by applications in business analysis, Vlachou et al. introduced the "reverse" top-k query [41] . In this setting, in addition to the set of objects of interest, we are given a set of user preferences. For a new object, we want to find which users would rank the new object in their top k; this information would allow a business analyst to assess, for example, the impact of a new product (object) on customers (users) relative to existing products.
Curse of dimensionality. Supporting both linear and reverse topk queries becomes challenging even for high dimensions (say ∼ 20). For linear top-k queries, the Threshold Algorithm (TA) [19] is efficient only if every top-k object is ranked high in at least one dimension. However, as the dimensionality grows, there is a higher chance that an object has a low rank even if it is ranked high along one dimension. For the layer-based techniques [9] , computing a convex hull takes time O(n d/2 ). Also, constructing an index on all attributes is inefficient for handling preferences which only specify weights on a small set of attributes. The view-based approach [14, 24] has been used to aggregate top-k results from the top-k lists of materialized ranked views, but maintaining a large number of views requires a high space complexity. Recently, Heo et al. [22] presented a hybrid approach for answering linear top-k queries. All the work mentioned above tested up to at most 7 dimensions.
For reverse top-k queries, the local view maintainence approach [41] reduces a reverse top-k query to m top-k queries, where m is the number of perferences in the worst case. Our previous work [44] uses a duality approach to obtain a linear size index that can answer a reverse top-k query in sublinear time in any fixed dimension. For low dimensions (d ≤ 3), the query time is O(log m + k), which is optimal. Although the solution is scalable to the number of preferences, supporting reverse top-k queries in high-dimensions remains unsatisfactory. The duality approach reduces a reverse top-k query to the problem of halfspace reporting, whose performance tradeoff between query time and space complexity has been studied [30] . If the storage requirement is almost linear, existing algorithms require query time exponential in the number of dimensions. Generally speaking, either the query time or space complexity is exponential in the dimensionality. For practical data structures such as quadtrees and kd-trees, a halfspace query requires time O(n 1−1/d + t), where d is the number of dimensions and t is the number of outputs. For high-dimensional data, existing approaches will not outperform a simple linear scan.
Sparse preferences. Despite the number of attributes is high, users are usually interested in only a small subset of attributes, and the rest of the attributes can be ignored. Dimension reduction methods, such as principal component analysis (PCA), do not leverage this user behavior because the attributes of the reduceddimensional space are linear combinations of those of the original space, so no attribute can be ignored for each user after the dimensionality has been reduced. Furthermore, objects may not have a low-dimensional representation or they cannot be embed into lowdimensional space(s).
Approach and contributions.
• First paper to address preference and reverse top-k queries in high (∼ 20-80) dimensions. We develop the framework for topk queries when the distribution of preferences is known.
• Many preferences are interested in a small number of attributes (say ∼ 2-6). They can be handled in low-dimensional spaces, but it is space-inefficient to build indexes for top-k queries for every subset of ranking attributes (ex: the number of all possible 3-dimensional subspaces is • Given a user workload, we present a greedy algorithm for discovering a set of important subspaces, in which indexes are built to support queries in the subspaces.
• Given a set H of subspaces and a query preference, we present a greedy approach for choosing a small number of subspaces V ⊂ H, such that the query can be solved in each subspace in V independently, and the local results can be aggregated to form the final results with high accuracy. Given a query object, we present a sampling method that allows us to quickly determine whether a subspace H ∈ H is relevant, i.e., if the projection of the query object o onto H ranks high w.r.t. the projection of a preference q onto H, o will also rank high w.r.t. q in the original space.
• We present preference clustering and object sampling techniques for reducing storage requirement. The total size of indexes grows linearly with the number of preferences and independent of the number of objects in the system. • For preference top-k, the existing approaches (TA, ONION, etc.) can be used as a blackbox for indexing the low-dimensional subspace.
• For reverse top-k, our previous approach, HSR, can be used as a blackbox for indexing the low-dimensional subspace.
PRELIMINARIES

Problem Statement
An object has d real-valued attributes and is represented as a
A preference is represented as a unit vector, i.e., a point (w1, . . . ,
Each wi ≥ 0 is the weight for the i-th attribute. The score of an object o with respect to a preference q is q, o = 1≤i≤d wivi. A hyperplane h normal to a preference vector q is of the form q, x = t for some t ∈ R. All objects lying on h have the same score with respect to q, namely t.
Let O = {o1, o2, . . . , on} ⊂ R d denote the set of n objects of interest. For simplicity, we assume that no two objects have the same score for any preference we consider. With a slight care, our framework and algorithms can be extended to handle ties. For a preference q, let πi(q, O) denote the i-th ranked object in O with respect to q; i.e., there are exactly
note the top i objects in O with respect to q. Geometrically, if we project the objects of O onto a line parallel to q, then πi(q, O) is the i-th farthest object on this line. Alternatively, if we sweep a hyperplane normal to q from +∞ to −∞, i.e., varying t from +∞ to −∞ for a hyperplane of the form q, x = t, then πi(q, O) is the ith object met by this hyperplane; see Figure 1 (a). We are interested in the following:
• (Preference) top-k k k query: Given a query preference q, return π ≤k (q, O).
• Reverse (preference) top-k k k query: Given a set of m preferences Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qm} and a query object o, find the subset Qo = {q ∈ Q | o ∈ π ≤k (q, O ∪ {o})}, i.e., all preferences in Q for which o is one of the top-k objects.
In some cases, users do not need to know the exact top k objects, as long as they see a list sufficiently "close" to the exact one. Given a user-specified error tolerance ε ∈ (0, 1) and preference q, an approximate (preference) top-k k k query returns a set
denotes the k-th extent of the set of objects along the preference vector, i.e., the difference between the k-th maximum and k-th minimum scores w.r.t. preference q. 1 Intuitively, all objects in approximate result are guaranteed to score higher than or not far from the actual k-th ranked object.
Arrangement and Duality
Duality. The duality transform (see [29] for details) maps a point
and it maps a hyperplane h :
It can be verified that the dual of p * is p itself, i.e., p * * = p, and that if p lies above (resp. below, on) h, then h * lies above (resp. below, on) p * . For a unit vector w ∈ S d−1 with w d = 0, the set of hyperplanes normal to w, i.e., of the form x, w = t where t ∈ R, map to the vertical (x d -axis parallel) line w
Let O * = {o * i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} be the set of hyperplanes dual to the objects in O. Let Q * = {q * i | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} be the set of vertical lines dual to the preferences in Q. For a preference q, if o = πi(q, O), then o * is the i-th hyperplane in O * intersected by the (+x d )-oriented line q * . Hence, the first i hyperplanes of O * intersected by q * are dual to the objects in π ≤i (q, O); see Figure 1 (b).
Arrangement. Let H be a set of r hyperplanes in R d . The arrangement of H, denoted by A(H), is the decomposition of R d into faces induced by H, such that each face is the maximal connected region of R d that lies in the same subset of
for details. The level of a point p with respect to H, denoted by λ(p, H), is the number of hyperplanes of H lying on or below p. Note that all points lying on the same face of A(H) have the same level. For 1 ≤ k ≤ |H|, the k-level of A(H), denoted by A k (H), is the closure of facets of A(H) whose level is k. A k (H) is a piecewise-linear surface, and any line parallel to the x d -axis intersects A k (H) once; see Figure 1 (b).
In [44] , we show the connection between the concept of k-level and top-k queries: For a preference q, if the intersection point of its dual line q * with Ai(O * ) lies on the hyperplane o * , then o = πi(q, O). Therefore, we can view Ai(O * ) as the query response surface (QRS) for the query returning the i-th ranked object under a user preference. Specifically, this QRS encodes, for any possible preference, the identity of the i-th ranked object. Each facet of this QRS corresponds to a set of preferences sharing a same i-th ranked object. Overall, 1≤i≤k Ai(O * ) encodes π ≤k (q, O) for all possible preference vectors q.
Coreset
The concept of coreset was first introduced in []. In the paper, we show how to apply it to select object samples, cluster preferences, and test the relevance of a subspace w.r.t. a query object.
For a unit vector q ∈ S d−1 , let Ui and Li be the objects corresponding to the i-th maximum and the i-th minimum scores w.r.t.
i.e., the difference between the i-th maximum and the i-th minimum scores for the preference q. Given an integer k ≥ 1 and a parameter ε > 0, a subset C ⊆ O is called a (k, ε)-coreset (or simply coreset for brevity) if for all i ≤ k and q ∈ S d−1 ,
For a constant α > 0, O is called α-fat if there exists a point p ∈ R d and a hypercube C centered at the origin so that p + αC ⊂ conv(P ) ⊂ p + C (see Figure 3) . A linear transform Γ :
is called an affine transform if the matrix Γ is nonsingular-it includes translation, rotation, and scaling. Agarwal et al. [1] proved that for all
. They also provided a practical method for computing a (k, ε)-coreset:
• Step 4: Repeat the above steps 2k times. The union of the 2k coresets is a (k, ε)-coreset of O.
Baseline algorithm
Here, we summarize our solution, HSR [44] , for the low-dimensional case. It will be used as a baseline algorithm for comparison and also as a black-box in our new solution in this paper. We approach the problem using a geometric framework.
Reverse Top-k k k query. In [44] , we proved that a reverse top-k query can be formulated as a halfspace range query in dual. For each preference q ∈ Q, its cutoff point is defined as the intersection point between its dual vertical line q * and the k-th hyperplane of . Given a query object o, we transform it to a hyperplane o * in dual. Then a halfspace range query is executed to find all cutoff points of O that lie above o * . We build a tree index on the set of cutoff points based on some hierarchical spatial partitioning scheme, such as a quad-tree or kdtree, and answer halfspace range queries in a straightforward topdown manner.
2 This is the first linear-size index that can answer the reverse top-k query in sublinear time in any fixed dimension. For d ≤ 3, the query time is O(log m + t), where m is the number of preferences and t is the output size. This query time is optimal.
Top-k k k query. In our implementation, we simply use a quadtree or kd-tree to answer top-k queries with a branch-and-bound method. It can be easily replaced by a more sophisticated one without affecting the rest of our solution.
OVERVIEW OF THE ALGORITHM
Although the dimensionality of the data space is high, most preferences only specify weights on a small (2 to 3) number of attributes. Therefore, the preference distribution concentrates on lowdimensional axis-parallel subspaces. Naturally, we address the linear and reverse top-k query problems by leveraging user clusterness. Figure 4 shows the overview of our approach.
Preprocessing
Preprocessing involves both subspace mining and construction of indexes. First, a set H * of important low-dimensional subspaces is discovered (described in Section 4). Instead of indexing all objects and preferences in the original space, we build lowdimensional indexes for all subspaces in H * . For each preference q ∈ Q, we assign it to a set of at most γ subspaces, such that q's top-k objects can be computed by aggregating its top-βk objects in those subspaces (Section 5.1). Let Qi ⊂ Q denote the set of preferences assigned to subspace Hi ∈ H * . In addition, for each subspace Hi ∈ H * , a subset of objects, Oi ⊂ O, is chosen carefully (Section 5.2). They are used for (1) testing the relevance of Hi for a query object o and (2) computing approximate top-k objects w.r.t. a query preference in the subspace.
We project Qi and Oi onto Hi. We build an index on the projections of Oi and another index on the cutoff points of the projections of Qi (as already described in Section 2.4).
For those non-sparse preferences that cannot be handled in lowdimensional subspaces, we index their cutoff points in the fulldimensional dual space. Since the number of such preferences is small, the reverse top-k query can still be supported efficiently. We also build an index on a carefully chosen subset of O in order to answer a top-k query for a non-sparse preference.
Queries
(Preference) top-k k k query: Given a query preference q, we first compute the best combination of at most γ subspaces in H. If the estimated error is large, we compute the top-k query in the original space. Suppose the combination of those subspaces is good. For each selected subspace H, we project q onto H and use HSR to compute the set of top-βk objects. Next, we take the union of the reported objects and compute the exact top-k among those objects in the original space.
Reverse top-k k k query: Given a query object o, for each subspace H ∈ H * , we check whether H is relevant to o, i.e., o is an approximate top-k object for any sparse preference in H. If so, we use HSR to solve the reverse top-k query in that subspace. For each reported preference q, we compute the exact score of o w.r.t. q in the original space and determine whether o is a top-k object (we assume that each preference has a variable to store the k-th score). Return the union of correct preferences.
Discussion. In order to support the above framework, we have to address the following key challenges: First, there can be a large number of subspaces that contain at least one preference. Those subspaces can be overlapped and have different dimensionality. How can we discover a set of important subspaces, such that both the query time and the number of false negatives can be reduced without consuming a huge amount of space? Second, given a query preference, how can we quickly select the subspaces and estimate the quality of the solution without any knowledge of the exact top-k results? Third, given a query object, we want to avoid traversing the trees of all subspaces. How can we quickly compute the revelance of a subspace w.r.t. the query object?
SUBSPACE MINING
In this section, we show how to discover a set of important axisparallel low-dimensional subspaces for a given preference distribution. It involves two steps-computing a set H of candidate subspaces and selecting a small subset H * ⊂ H that sufficiently preserve the information of most preferences.
Candidate subspaces
Non-empty subspaces. We assume that most preferences are distributed in low-dimensional axis-parallel subspaces. For a preference q = (w1, . . . , w d ) ∈ Q, let wi 1 , . . . , wi t > 0 and wi t+1 , . . . , wi d = 0. That is, q only specifies weights for a small set A of attributes
First, preferences are partitioned into subspaces according to their attribute weights. Suppose Ai is the set of attributes spanning subspace Hi. A preference q is mapped to subspace Hi if and only if
[ALBERT SAYS: round off each axis independently or do it based on L2-norm, i.e., if the 3 largest attribute weights add to 0.9, throw away the rest.] Under this partition, every preference q is mapped to the subspace of the lowest dimension that covers all its non-trival attribute weights. To preserve all users' interests, it is sufficient to maintain all these subspaces only. However, the number of non-empty subspaces can be large. For example, the number of non-empty 3-dimensional subspaces can be Weight of a subspace. The weight of a subspace, w(H), depends on the importance of H and the cost of supporting preference and reverse top-k queries in H. The weight function favors those subspaces that preserve most information of all preferences but only have a low dimensionality. Let H be the set of candidate subspaces and Q be the set of preferences. Let q 0 be preference q at the beginning of the greedy algorithm. For each subspace H ∈ H, its weight wH is defined to be q∈Q qH τ (q 0 ,H) /t µ , where qH is the norm of the projection of q on the subspace H, t is the dimension of H, µ is a constant less than 1, and τ (q 0 ,H) is 2 if H contains q 0 , and 1 otherwise. The setting of τ (q 0 ,H) gives more weight to subspaces that contain lots of preferences. In the experiments, we set µ = 1.2/T if the maximum dimension of the candidate subspaces in H is T .
[ALBERT SAYS: If we say "merging subspaces," will readers think that the original two subspaces are no longer in the candidate list?] Merging subspaces. Besides the non-empty subspaces described above, we also consider additional low-dimensional subspaces as potentially important subspaces. Let Span(Hi, Hj) denote the smallest subspace of R d that contains the two non-empty subspaces Hi and Hj. For every pair Hi, Hj ∈ H, whether Span(Hi, Hj) is added to the candidate list depends on the distribution of preferences as well as the dimensionality of Span(Hi, Hj). First, we prefer the dimensionality of Span(Hi, Hj) to be at most 4 because of the underlying tree data structures. Second, we do not consider Span(Hi, Hj) if Span(Hi, Hj) has a small weight, as it has a slight chance of being chosen by the greedy algorithm. Thus, we do not consider Span(Hi, Hj) if w(Hi) and w(Hj) are small among those of the non-empty subspaces in H. Third, we consider Span(Hi, Hj) only if preferences can be handled far more cost-effectively in Span(Hi, Hj) than in Hi and Hj. In particular, we discard Span(Hi, Hj) if w(Span(Hi, Hj)) < 0.8[w(Hi) + w(Hj)]. To speed up the merging step, we skip Span(Hi, Hj) if w(Hi) ≫ w(Hj) (or vice versa). It's because Span(Hi, Hj) preserves the information of the preferences only slightly better than Hi (Hj) in this case. We want to keep a small number of subspaces in H, but we cannot simply choose the subspaces with the top weights, because all of them may only cover the same subset of preferences or the same subset of non-trival attribute weights for those preferences. In this section, we present a greedy algorithm that finds important subspaces iteratively. When a new subspace H is chosen, we reduce the attribute weights that are covered by H. If preference q is contained in H, q can be handled in H without loss of information. If q is partially covered by H, we prefer not to reduce all the weights of the attributes shared by both q and H, because projecting q on H does not capture all the information about q in the space spanned by an attribute of H and another attribute that does not span H. The information loss can be mitigated by doing multiple coverages for each attribute weight.
Greedy algorithm
Refer to Algorithm 1. Given a set H of candidate subspaces and a set Q of preferences, we select H * ⊂ H in iterations. Let q 0 denote preference q at the beginning of the algorithm. Initially, H * = ∅. At each iteration, we compute the weights of the subspaces in H\H * and add the maximum-weight subspace H into H * . We then adjust the weights of the preferences which are partially or fully covered by H. More specifically, let qH denote the projection of q on the subspace H. For each preference q, we set q to q − αqH , where α = q 0 H / q 0 . That is, for each attribute Aj specified by q, if Aj is one of the attributes that span H, its weight wj is reduced to wj(1 − q 0 H /q 0 ). If q goes below some threshold δ (ex: 0.05), we remove q from Q. We repeat this procedure until either (i) the sum of the remaining weights of preferences is small, or (ii) we have chosen sufficiently many subspaces. For the first termination condition, we check whether q∈Q q ≤ δm, where m is the number of input preferences.
Note that if preference q is contained in H, then α = 1 and q − αqH is a zero vector. Thus, q will be removed from Q at the same iteration. Recall that in the weight function of H, the value of τ (q 0 ,H) is doubled iff q 0 is contained in H. By giving more weights to subspaces that contain lots of preferences, the greedy algorithm will choose fewer number of subspaces (because those preferences that are contained in H must be removed in the same iteration). In addition, preference q can simply be assigned to H instead of multiple subspaces. This will help reduce the size of indexes, improving both space and query time.
Preference sampling. If the number of preferences is large, a random subset of preferences can be used instead of the entire set. Let H 0 be the initial set of non-empty subspaces (before the merging step). We draw a random sample Q ′ of size 2t 2 |H 0 |, where t is the maximum dimension of the subspaces in H 0 . Let Q ′′ ⊂ Q be the set of preferences that do not have a good representative in Q ′ , i.e., for each preference q ∈ Q ′′ , the angle between q and q ′ is greater than 30
• for all q ′ ∈ Q ′ . We draw a random sample of Q ′′ , and repeat the same procedure until all preferences have a good representative in the union of the random samples. Instead of the entire set of preferences, the union of the random samples is passed to the greedy algorithm.
CONSTRUCTING INDEXES
In the previous section, we show how to compute a collection H * of important axis-parallel subspaces. In this section, we describe how to construct an index for each subspace in H * . A naive approach is to project every object and preference into every subspace. This has two drawbacks: First, the space complexity is O(|H * |(m + n)). Second, given a query object, the same set of output preferences may be repeatedly returned from different subspaces. The number of false positives will also be increased. Although the duplicated preferences and false positives can be handled during the aggregation of top-k results, query time will be increased.
For the remainder of subspaces, we first show how to assign each preference q ∈ Q to at most γ subspaces. Second, we present a sampling method for computing samples of objects and preferences that are sufficient to answer preference and reverse top-k queries with high accuracy. The index size is further reduced by indexing the samples only. 
Choosing subspaces
Refer to Algorithm 2. We present a greedy algorithm to choose a set Γ of at most γ subspaces for preference q in at most γ iterations. Let qH be the projection of q on the subspace H. Initially, Γ = ∅. At each iteration, we choose the subspace H that has the maximum qH . In a tie situtation, we choose the one that has the lowest dimensionality. q is adjusted to q − α2qH , where α2 is q 0 H / q 0 . Similar to Algorithm 1, we want multiple coverages for q if q is not contained in any chosen subspaces. The algorithm may be terminated early if q becomes less than 0.05. Note that if q is contained in a subspace H ∈ H * , then q is assigned to exactly one subspace.
For a top-k query, we need to quickly determine whether the selection of subspaces is good enough for a query preference q without knowledge of the exact top-k objects. We say a preference q can be handled in the chosen subspaces if the sum of the remaining weight of q is less than 0.3. For preprocessing, if time requirment is not crucial, we can measure the accuracy using a bruteforce method: compute top-βk objects in each subspace, find top-k among the union of the results, and compare them to the exact top-k objects.
Note. By setting α2 to a larger value, the algorithm will assign q to a fewer number of subspaces. At each iteration, the algorithm favors those subspaces that can cover the preferences' attributes that remain not covered.
Object sampling and preference clustering
Object sampling
Let S d−1 i be the set of sparse preferences contained in S d−1 , i.e., for all attributes Aj that does not span Hi, wj = 0. For each subspace Hi ∈ H, we want to maintain an index for top-k queries for any preference q ∈ S d−1 i .
Algorithm 3: Construct top-k indexes(O,
Refer to Algorithm 3. For each subspace Hi, O are first projected on the subspace Hi. Then a (βk, ε)-coreset Ci of the projections is computed as described in Section 2.3. Finally, we build an index on Ci. The size of Ci is O(βk/ε (t−1)/2 ), where t is the dimension of Hi. Note that it does not depend on the number of objects in the system. 
PROOF. Since q is contained in
Hi, its attribute weight wj is 0 for all attributes Aj that do not span Hi. Hence, for all o ∈ O, the dot product q, o is equal to q, oi , where oi is the projection of o on Hi. This implies πj(q, O) = πj(q, Oi) anddj(q, O) = dj(q, Oi) for any j ≤ k. By definition of coreset, q, πj(q, Oi) − εdj(q, Oi) ≤ qi, πj(qi, Ci) .
Clustering preferences
Recall that for a reverse top-k query, a query object o is converted to a hyperplane o * in the dual space. Preferences are interested in o iff their cutoff points lie above q * . Suppose a preference qi is represented by another preference qj. If the cutoff point of qj lies below o * and the cutoff point of qi lies above o * , preference qi will not receive object o even though o ranks higher than k w.r.t. qi. On the other hand, if the cutoff point of qj lies above o * and the cutoff point of qi lies below o * , preference qi will receive object o even though o ranks below k w.r.t. qi. Let S be the line segment with endpoints qi and qj. Preferences qi and qj can be clustered together without error only if the dual hyperplanes of query objects and S do not intersect. Assume query objects are drawn from the same distribution of O. We can leverage the query response surface A k (O * ) to group preferences with small cluster error. For each non-empty cell C of A k (O * ), all the preferences whose vertical lines stab C form a cluster; see Figure 5 . The non-empty portion of A k (O * ) can be computed via hierarchical spatial partitioning of the dual space ( Figure 6 ). Let B be the bounding box in the dual space. If more than k hyperplanes lie below B, B is strictly above A k (O * ). Similarly, if the number of hyperplanes in O * lying below and intersecting B is less than k, B is strictly below
is not very complex (only few hyperplanes in O * intersects B), we cluster the cutoff points in B in a brute-force manner. If none of the conditions above is satisfied, B is split into small bounding boxes and the procedure repeats at each of those boxes.
Minimizing false negatives.
For all preferences which stab the same cell of A k (O * ), we further partition them into clusters, such that for any two preferences qi, qj in the same cluster, the following condition is satisfied: Given a query object o,
, and vice versa. That is, if object o ranks higher than k w.r.t. qi, its score w.r.t. qj will not be tremendously smaller than the score of the k-th ranked object w.r.t. qj. In the dual space, it means that if o * lies above the cutoff point of qj, the vertical distance between o * and the cutoff point will be very small. Thus, if qj is the representative of the cluster, we can slightly lift its cutoff point to the intersecting point between the vertical line q * j and the hyperplane corresponding to an object that has score qj, π k (qj, O) − εd k (qj, O). This will avoid any false negatives in the expense of increase in false positive rates.
Let P be the set of cutoff points in one cell of A k (O * ). We cannot simply cluster nearby cutoff points in P together because the above condition may fail if a query hyperplane has a steep slope. Again, we assume query objects and O are drawn from the same distribution. The hyperplanes in O * may have steep slope if the object set O is not fat, as demonstrated in Figure 7 . Thus, we first transform O to a fat point set as well as the set Q of preferences (see Figure 8 ), such that their top-k objects remain the same after the affine transform. Then a grid is placed on a unit sphere S d−1 , and all preferences of P in each non-empty grid cell are represented by an arbitrary preference in the same grid cell. Recall that Γ includes translation, rotation, and scaling. To convert the preferences, the same rotation is used. For each new attribute, if its coordinate is scaled by a factor of c, the weight of a preference for that attribute is scaled by a factor of 1/c, i.e., (vic)(wi/c) = viwi. Translations can be ignored since they do not affect the direction of a preference vector. After that, we normalize the preferences to unit vectors.
More specifically, let O ′ be the set of top-(k − 1) objects for Q ′ which have the cutoff points P. We convert O\O ′ into a fat point set using an affine transform Γ. Refer to Figure 9 . For qi, qj ∈ Q ′ , let θ be the angle between qi and qj after the transform. Let the red point be the k-th ranked object w.r.t. both qi and qj. Let qj be the representative for qi. If a query object o lies above (below) the yellow slab, it ranks higher (lower) than k for both qi and qj. Suppose o is a false negative for preference qi, i.e., object o ranks higher than k w.r.t. qi, but ranks below k w.r.t. its representative qj. o must lie inside the slab, and qj, π k (qj, O) − qj, o < ce. cos(θ) = ac/ab = ab/ad. This implies that ac = cos 2 (θ)ad. We find the maximum angle θ that satisfy the following equation:
By definition of coreset, for some constant
, and the grid cell width depends on ε and d.
Remark. Clustering projections of preferences in a subspace is much more efficient than clustering preferences in the original space. Therefore, we cluster the projections of preferences in each subspace H ∈ H * instead of clustering preferences in R d . 
Relevance of subspace. For a reverse top-k query, we want to
HANDLING NON-SPARSE PREFERENCES
If a preference is not sparse, it cannot be handled in subspaces. Their cutoff points are indexed in the original space, but since there are only few of them, the index size will be small. To support top-k queries, we build an index on a coreset C ⊆ O. 
PROOF (SKETCH):
The number of cells intersected by σ is proportional to the sum of (1) the number of intersection points between σ and the (d − k)-dimensional faces and (2) the number of cells intersected by Tσ.
(1). Let P be a fat point set in Since the maximum distance between any two points in the same cell is ε, for any point p ∈ P, there exists a point q ∈ Q such that p − q ≤ ε. ✷ To construct a coreset C for a low-dimensional manifold, we compute an affine transform and convert O into a fat point set. Next, we partition the space into if O lies on a t-dimensional constantdegree algebraic surface Σ. We pick an arbitrary point from each non-empty cell and insert it to C. We claim that C is a coreset of O.
EXTENSIONS
Correlation clustering
Redundant attributes are detected and removed through attribute clustering. We first cluster redundant attributes by exploiting the pairwise correlation between attributes. The correlation between attributes Ax and Ay is
where sxy = n i=1 (oi.x −ō.x)(oi.y −ō.y). Table 2 shows the correlation between attributes for the NBA data set.
The attributes can be clustered by solving the discrete k-center problem: We regard the correlation d(x, y) as the pairwise distance between attributes x and y. We want to choose k attributes as cluster centers, such that the maximium distance between an attribute and its assigned clusters is minimized. There exists a simple greedy algorithm that has approximation ratio 2: We choose an arbitrary attribute as the first center. For the i-th center, we choose the attribute that is farthest away from all existing i − 1 centers. To determine the value of k, we solve the k-center problem for all k < d and find the minimum number of centers that has small maximum distance between a cluster center and an attribute (Reducing the value of k by one will significantly increase the maximum distance). For each preference q ∈ Q, its attribute weight wj · · · For each object o ∈ O, its coordinate vj · · ·
Object and preference updates
Our approach can be extended to handle dynamic updates of objects and preferences. For the insertion (deletion) of a new preference (existing preference) q , we run the greedy algorithm to find the best combination of subspaces in H * . If the estimated error is small, q is inserted into (removed from) the indexes of those subspaces, otherwise, it is inserted into (removed from) the index of the original space. For the insertion (deletion) of a new object (existing object) o, we check if o is a coreset point in each subspace H ∈ H * as well as the original space. If o is a coreset point for H, it is inserted into (removed from) the index of H.
[ 
EVALUATION Approaches compared.
• HSR: Maintaining cutoff points in the original dual space.
• PCA: Principal component analysis.
• Materialized views: Generate 500 unit vectors based on the preference distribution. For each preference, assign it to α most similar vectors.
Performance metrics. We consider the following when evaluating competing approaches:
• Time (per request): The wall-clock time for handling a request, be it a preference/reverse top-k query in the static case, or an object or preference update in the dynamic case (which includes maintenance of data structures, processing of affected preferences, etc.).
• Approximation error (estimated): The relative error observed in the top-k objects produced by our approach for a preference top-k query. For our solution set C ⊆ O, we measure the error in the top-k answer for preference q as max i∈{1,...,k}
To estimate the average error when Q is large or unknown, we randomly choose 1,000 preferences and compute the average.
• False negatives: The number of preferences which rank a query object as their top-k, but are missed in the reverse top-k query.
• False positives: The number of preferences which are not interested in a query object but are reported in the reverse top-k query.
We have experimented with a number of synthetic and real workloads.
Synthetic object workloads.
• Low-dimensional polynomials: degree, dimension • Annulus: Objects are drawn from the portion inside the positive orthant of an annulus in R d centered at the origin with outer radius 1 and inner radius α ∈ [0, 1]. For annulus-uniform, objects are uniformly distributed inside the annulus. For annulusclustered, objects are distributed across a mixtures of 20 Gaussians (clipped to the annulus); parameters of the Gaussians allow further control of the clusteredness.
Synthetic preference workloads.
• Parameters:
-# subspaces -Dimensionality of subspaces: -Distribution of subspaces: * user-specified (NBA) * random: each low-dimensional subspace has equal probability of being chosen. * skewed: each attribute is assigned a weight. An attribute with a larger weight has a higher probability of being an attribute of a chosen subspace. -Distribution of preferences among subspaces (hot subspaces) -Distribution within each subspace: clustered, uniform Real object workloads # 1. The NBA dataset contains career stats of 3,861 NBA players, including 91 Hall of Famers. The dataset has 17 attributes. (2) 1558 1134 1055 534 183 28 3 1 0 0 0 Table 4 : Number of attributes whose absolute weights are (1) greater than 0.05, and (2) greater than 0.1 for a preference.
# words in a query
Real object and preference workloads # 2. We use the bag of words data set [7] to generate a set of objects. The NY Times news articles contains approximately 300,000 documents and 102,660 words in the vocabulary. We perform a singular value decomposition on the dataset to discover the underlying 20 most relevant topics among the documents. Each document is a point in the 20-dimensional space, where each attribute represents a topic. Next, we use the Yahoo! search query sample [] to extract a set of preferences. This dataset contains a random sample of 4,496 queries posted to Yahoo's US search engine in January, 2009. Due to user privacy, it contains only queries that have been asked by at least three different users. We first preprocess the queries to discard stop words and words that are absent in the bag of words data set. In average, 0.45 fraction of words in a query can also be found in the collection of NY Times news articles (See Table 3 ). Using the same SVD matrices, each query can be mapped to a vector in the topic space. We then normalize it such that its L1 norm is equal to one. Table 4 shows the number of non-zero attributes for the 4,496 preferences.
Next, we present a method for generating a large number of preferences. It assumes that if two words belong to the same topic, they both have a chance of being posted to a search engine for searching the topic. We associate each word with its top-5 most relevant topics. Table 5 shows the chance of belonging to one of those topics for each word. Let word w1 be a neighbor of word w2 if w1 and w2 share a common topic. Then for each query, we generate new queries by replacing its words with their neighbors. If we repeat this generation twice, a word w1 can be replaced with another word w2 such that w1 and w2 are not neighbor but share a common neighbor.
Difficult workloads for view-based approach
Low dimensions.. Consider d = 3 and preferences specify weights for all three attributes. Objects are generated from a spherical sector, where the cone angle is θ = 5
• and the direction from the apex to the middle of the cap is the diagonal of the data space. Let vo be a vector from the origin to an object o Given a preference q, its i-th ranked object is the object o, such that the cosine similarity between vectors q and vo is the i-th largest one among the cosine similarities between q and all objects in O. For any preference vector q that points towards the spherical cap, its top objects are a set of objects that are near the intersection of the cap and the preference vector. Its directional width would also be small when θ is small. It is hard to approximate their top-k objects accurately. If q does not point towards the cap, its top objects are those on the boundary of the spherical cap. It is easy to approximate its top-k objects because 1) its directional width is relatively large w.r.t. the difference between the exact and approximate scores, and 2) even if the angle between preferences q and q ′ is large, q and q ′ may still share the same top-k objects. Suppose views are chosen uniformly at random. When θ is small, the chance that a view points towards the cap is also small. If all preferences point towards the cap, the view-based approach cannot answer a top-k query accurately.
Suppose the query distribution is different from the input preference distribution. Input preferences are either uniformly random or clustered towards directions that do not point to the spherical cap. Suppose views are computed by clustering the set of input preferences. Those views do not provide good approximation for query preferences that point towards the cap.
High dimensions.. Since preferences are still low-dimensional (a lot of zero weights), the preference vectors are not pointing towards the (d − 1)-dimensional spherical sector. In this case, if objects are generated randomly in the spherical sector, the directional widths of the preferences will be large (see Figure 10(a) ). As another example, suppose all preferences are in the same low-dimensional subspace. Refer to Figure 10(b) ). The shaded region contains all the projections of objects on this subspace. Even though preferences are pointing towards the projection of the sector, their directional widths are large. However, if we filter out all objects that do not rank high for any preference, only objects in the dark shaded region will remain and the directional width will become small w.r.t. all preferences in the sector. Therefore, instead of generating objects uniformly in the (d−1)-dimensional spherical sector, we want to generate a set of objects, such that for each non-empty subspace, the projections of objects are in the spherical cap (dark shaded region).
Suppose the set of non-empty 3-dimensional subspaces do not share any attributes. Then for each non-empty subspace H, we generate a set of preferences pointing towards the projection of the spherical sector and also a set of objects in the spherical sector that can be ranked high w.r.t. preferences in the subspace. More specifically, the projections of those objects on H are the points on the sphere (blue arc in Figure 10(b) ), and for all attributes that do not span H, the coordinates of those objects are points in the dark green region. This ensures that for preferences in other nonempty subspaces, 1) their directional widths are not affected by those objects and 2) they are not interested in those objects.
Next, if two non-empty subspaces overlap, the directional width of a preference will be increased as shown in Figure 11 . Suppose subspace H is spanned by A1, A2, A3 and anther subspace H ′ is spanned by A1, A2, A4. To ensure that preferences in both subspaces have small directional width, A3 and A4 are set to be correlational. To enforce only a subset of preferences to have a small directional width, we decrease the cone angle for A4 as shown in Figure 11 (b). Preferences in H will have small directional width w.r.t. the difference between the exact and approximate scores. We can adjust the ratio of the number of preferences in H and H ′ to control the fraction of preferences that are hard for top-k approximation.
Main results
When preferences are sparse and do not span all possible subspaces. Our approach is considerably better than traditional approacheslinear search, PCA, etc. Our approach works best if non-empty subspaces are (heavily) overlapped.
6 figures: x-axis: preference skewness (different attributes have different prob. of being chosen by a preference) y-axis: A z-axis: B A = #subspaces, #dim B = query time, space consumption, #false negatives a) If preference skewness is increased, our greedy algorithm will select fewer number of subspaces. This will improve both query time and space consumption. I also expect fewer number of false negatives because a preference and its assigned subspaces share more common attributes. b) When preferences are skewed, even if we generate preferences from more subspaces or increase the dimension of the data space, the number of subspaces chosen by the greedy algorithm may go up by 5-10 only. Also, the performances of our algorithm should only be slightly affected. c) Suppose each attribute has the same chance of being chosen (i.e., each subspace has the same prob. of being chosen). The performance (query time, space complexity) of our algorithm will be worsened if we increase the dimension of the data space. It is because subspaces will less likely overlap with one another. There's not much we can do, but maybe we can argue that users don't behave that way.
Save space when using multiple subspaces for a single query.
Our approach works best if there exists a few "hot" subspaces Performance metric: time, false neg, space consumption. 3 figures: performance metric vs. fraction of preferences in hot subspaces I expect that only a few subspaces (but including all those hot subspaces) would be selected by the greedy algorithm. Each of the preferences in the hot subspaces is assigned to exactly one subspace. Thus, if we increase the fraction of preferences in those hot subspaces, space consumption is expected to drop. Queries are also expected to run faster because 1) there are fewer number of subspaces (fewer number of low-dimensional reverse top-k queries), and 2) preferences in hot subspaces can be clustered into a few super-preferences. Also, there will be no false negatives for most preferences.
1 figure: query time vs. fraction of preferences from subspaces of each non-empty subspace If 1d-or 2d-subspaces are chosen by the greedy algorithm, query time will also be improved.
Scalability.
Our approach is scalable to the number of preferences. The algorithm is scalable both as the number of objects increase and the dimension -(hopefully) the performance depends on the number of subspaces spanned by preferences and not the dim of the ambient dim.
Performance metric: time, false neg, space consumption. 3 figures: performance metric vs. # preferences I expect our approach will be more scalable to # preferences compared to other approaches because preferences can be clustered more effectively in low dimensions.
Different workloads
I want to show the trade-offs between performance measures across different workloads.
Reverse top-k queries.
Algs: HSR, PCA, Materialized views, linear scan Distri: (sphere, annulus, box, nba, web, low-dimensional manifold) x-axis: query time y-axis: false negatives z-axis: space consumption I am still not sure what is the best way to present the results. I hope to see similar (if not better) results across different workloads. For low-dimensional manifold, PCA will not perform well when the degree of a polynomial is high (say 7).
Top-k queries.
Distri: (sphere, annulus, box, nba, web, low-dimensional manifold) x-axis: query time y-axis: accuracy z-axis: space consumption Again, PCA will not perform well when the degree of a polynomial is high (say 7).
I will run experiments to verify the following and we may want to mention them somewhere in the evaluation section: 1) For topk queries, Linear scan and HSR are not scalable to # objects. 2) Both top-k query time and space consumption should be linear to k. Even if k is large (say 50), our algorithm still runs much faster than linear scan. When k is increased, performance gap narrows but remains significant between our approach and the view-based approach.
Algorithm parameters
We have experimented with different choices of parameters for our approach to verify our settings of parameters.
RELATED WORK
Linear and reverse top-k queries. There is a large body of literature on top-k query processing (see [25] for a survey); much of it concerns the linear preference top-k queries and variants [9, 23, 38, 32, 13, 12, 41] that we consider. Most relevant to this paper is the work by Vlachou et al. [41] . They propose two algorithms for the bichromatic reverse top-k problem. RTA heuristically orders the preferences to be processed based on similarity, to increase the chance that the top-k query result for the current preference can be reused for the next preference. RTOP-Grid uses a grid data structure for pruning. For each cell, a reverse top-k query is run for the lower-left and upper-right corners, and the result lists are stored in the cell. These lists are used to reduce the set of preferences to be further evaluated using RTA. We [44] improve their results by drawing the connection between halfspace range queries and reverse top-k queries. Our solution is provably optimal for low dimensions.
Correlation clustering. Correlation clustering, introduced by Bansal et al. [8] , partitions data points into clusters based on similarity between the data points. Given a complete graph with edges labeled either + (similar) or − (different), the goal is to compute a partition of vertices (data points) that most agrees with the edge labels. There are two popular objectives of correlation clustering-(1) minimizing disagreements within clusters and agreements between clusters and (2) maximizing agreements within clusters and disagreements between clusters. Bansal et al. [8] presented a constant factor approximation algorithm for minimizing disagreements and a PTAS for maximizing agreements. For general weighted graphs, in which edges are labeled + or − along with real nonnegative weights, Demaine et al. [15] gave an O(log n)-approximation algorithm for minimizing diagreement with linear-programming and region-growing techniques. Independently, Charikar et al. [10] presented a factor 4-and O(log n)-approximation algorithms for complete and general graphs, respectively. For maximizing agreements, they presented a 0.7664-approximation in general graphs using semidefinite programming. For hardness results, Demaine et al. proved APX-hardness of minimizing diagreements on general graphs. Charikar et al. proved APX-hardness of minimizing disagreements on complete graphs and maximizing agreements on general graphs.
Subspace/projected clustering. The goal of both subspace and projected clusterings is to find the most relevant subspace projections for objects. Each cluster is associated with a set of similar objects and a set of relevant dimensions. Projected clustering partitions objects into low-dimensional clusters while subspace clustering may assign the same object to multiple clusters in different subspace projections. The clustering algorithms can be classified as follow: 1) Grid-based approaches [5, 33] partition space/subspace into cells and count the number of objects in cells. A cluster is defined as either a fixed grid of consecutive cells per dimension [5] or a hypercube of variable width [33] . Monotonicity property is commonly used to prune subspaces because the number of subspaces is exponential in the number of dimensions. Agrawal et al. [5] assume that if a set of objects form a cluster in a t-dimensional subspace, they also form a cluster in any (t − 1)-dimensional subspace of this subspace. Procopiuc et al. [33] present a different monotonicity requirement that controls the tradeoff between the number of dimensions and the number of points in a cluster. 2) Density-based approaches [27, 26, 6] use the notion of ǫ-neighborhood and maximal connected regions to identify dense and sparse regions. Density is computed based on a distance function which is restricted to relevant dimensions only. 3) Approaches that parametrize properties of the entire data set (ex: the number of clusters and their average dimensionality), but cannot parametrize an individual cluster. PROCLUS [3] is a k-medoid like algorithm that partitions data into k clusters with a user-specified average dimensionality. By defining a statistically significant density, STATPC [31] found nonredundant clusters that stand out in the data in a statistical sense. The above work focus on axis-parallel projections. For clustering in arbitrarily oriented subspaces, ORCLUS [4] uses medoid-based and eigen-system techniques to find arbitrarily oriented projected clusters in high dimensional spaces.
Subspace segmentation. Subspace segmentation models a collection of data points with a union of affine subspaces. Its goal is to find the number of subspaces, the subspace bases and their dimensions, and the segmentation of data points in the subspaces. If there is only one subspace, the problem is reduced to principal component analysis (PCA).Given the data segmentation, PCA can be used to compute a single subspace for each group of data. Conversely, given a set of subspaces, data points that best fit each subspace can be computed easily. The challenge is to solve both data segmentation and subspace estimation simultaneously. Subspace segmentation is hard when subspaces are dependent and when many data points lie close to the intersection of subspaces.
Existing algorithms can be classified into algebraic, statistical, and spectral clustering-based approaches. Iterative algebraic methods (ex: [39] ) extend k-means to alternate between data segmentation and subspace estimation, but they are sensitive to initialization in general. Polynomical algebraic approaches describe a subspace containing a data point using the gradient of a polynomial at that point. By fitting a union of n subspaces of R d with a set of homogeneous polynomials of degree n in d variables, generalized principal component analysis [40] can solve subspace segmentation with subspaces of different dimensions and with arbitrary intersections among the subspaces, but its complexity grows exponentially with respect to both the number and the dimensions of the subspaces. Statistical approaches make explicit assumptions about the distribution of data inside the subspaces. A mixture of probabilistic PCA model [37] assumes that the distribution inside each subspace is Gaussian and uses expectation minimization (EM) to iterate between data segmentation and subspace estimation. Agglomerative Lossy Compression (ALC) [28, 35] assumes that the data are drawn from a mixture of degenerate Gaussian distribution and it applies information theory to compute segmentation that minimizes the overall coding length of the segmented data up to a given distortion. Spectral clustering-based approaches construct an affinity matrix that measures similarity between pairs of points and then apply spectral clustering to the matrix to find the segmentation of the data. An affinity matrix can be constructed locally [43] or globally [17] . LSA [43] uses local information around each point based on the observation that a point and its nearest neighbors often belong to the same subspace. Spectral curvature clustering (SCC) [17, 36] uses the fact that a point in an affine subspace of dimension d can always be written as an affine combination of d + 1 points in the same subspace. The sparse affine combination can be recovered by solving a ℓ1 optimatization problem, in which the optimal fractional values are treated as similarities between data points. Given a sparse representation of each data point, one can form the Laplacian matrix and apply spectral clustering to obtain the segmentation of data.
Row/column selection. pick a subset of features that are dominating, not linear combinations of a large number of rows or feature vectors. [16, 21] Combine ranking. [11, 20] 
